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Chapter 1501: Out of expectations (5) 

Now, Li Moying had proactively jumped down the cliff for Huang Yueli! 

If the both of them really died down there, even if he died ten thousand times, he could hardly absolve 

himself of the blame! 

Luo Jiyun trembled as he squatted beside the cliff while silently praying, “Eldest Senior Brother, little 

Sister-in-law, you two… you two must come back alive….. 

….. 

After Li Moying jumped down the cliff, he didn’t hang onto the side of the cliff but allowed himself to fall 

down directly. 

He was caught off guard while worrying about Huang Yueli hence he directly fell down the cliff, hoping 

to be able to intercept her in the middle of the path. 

Li Moying was fully concentrated on searching for Huang Yueli in the middle of the sky. 

However, as the fog around the cliff was simply too thick, especially now that it was already evening 

time and the sky was turning dark whilst the fog was getting thicker and thicker, he wasn’t able to see 

Huang Yueli anywhere. 

Just as Li Moying was extremely frustrated, suddenly a bright light broke out from beneath! 

A bundle of flaming fire seemed as though it descended from the sky as it hung in mid-air, giving off a 

brilliant and dazzling flame! 

This flame even broke through the thick fog, clearing up his eyes. 

The ray was so bright that Li Moying almost couldn’t open his eyes and it took quite a while before he 

could see the situation in front of him. 

A huge Phoenix appeared in the middle of the sky and the brilliance of those feathers was of a proud 

and beautiful matured Phoenix. The moment the gorgeous feathers opened up and slowly fluttered, it 

seemed as though a ball of fiery flame slowly burning while showing off its brilliance and flowing lights, 

dazzling one’s eyes. 

On the back of that Phoenix was a dainty, petite figure. Dressed in white, it set off her elegant 

complexion and on that huge awe-inspiring Phoenix made her appear godly, elegant and refined. 

Li Moying couldn’t help but cried out, “Li’er—!!” 

Huang Yueli raised her head suddenly and saw Li Moying’s falling figure. 

She hurriedly patted the phoenix below her and prompted with haste: “Wang Cai, Moying’s fallen down, 

quickly fly over to catch him!” 



The Phoenix which she sat on was Little Phoenix Wang Cai. When Wang Cai was still at a tender age, he 

was able to burn up all the energy in his body and turn himself into the state of a huge Phoenix for a 

short period of time, and had once saved Huang Yueli’s life in the Dark Moon Forest previously. 

Now that his ability had been promoted, the image of his Phoenix form was even more beautiful as his 

wings were broader and furthermore, the time he lasted was much longer as well. 

When Huang Yueli fell down, she immediately summoned Wang Cai but unfortunately this little fellow’s 

transformation speed was a bit too slow, almost causing her to fall to her death but finally managed to 

catch her in time. 

Hearing Huang Yueli’s command, Wang Cai was extremely unwilling to do so. 

He had always been on loggerheads with Li Moying and the bloodline awe coming from Li Moying made 

it felt extremely uncomfortable entirely every time it neared him. 

What was scarier was Li Moying’s icy cold look that scared it and kept pressing it to cultivate. 

The person Wang Cai hated the most was Li Moying! But he was unfortunately his Master’s fiancé, 

someone whom Wang Cai could not afford to offend! 

Now that he could finally get the chance to see Li Moying falling to death, Wang Cai was feeling 

delighted in his heart but whoever knew that Huang Yueli actually asked it to go save him! 

Wang Cai dragged on and off as it intentionally flew very, very slowly, with the intention to drag on the 

time. 

Huang Yueli was extremely anxious as she patted its head hard, “Hey! Why are you in a daze for! Hurry 

up! If you don’t work hard properly, there will be no drumsticks for you in future!” 

Hmof! Anyway it hadn’t eaten chicken drumsticks for a very long time! 

Wang Cai refused to give in and was still flying very slowly. 

Li Moying fell down straight and indeed brushed past the huge Phoenix as he continued to descend! 

  

Chapter 1502: Out of expectations (6) 

But Li Moying didn’t reveal any anxious or terrified expression at all. 

Just as he happened to fall past that huge Phoenix, Huang Yueli’s right hand suddenly swung, throwing 

out a rope towards him! 

Li Moying raised his hand and let that rope coil around his wrist, then following Huang Yueli’s pull, he 

slightly took a breath as he leapt onto that huge Phoenix’s body. 

Wang Cai was so infuriated! That irritating fellow was still able to climb up on him! 

It really wanted to fling him down but Female Devil was still riding on her back. It didn’t want its Master 

whom it had tried so hard to save, to meet with danger once again….. 



Just as little Wang Cai was in a dilemma, Li Moying had already seated himself comfortably on the 

Phoenix’s back, hugging his own fiancée tightly. 

“Li’er, you’re alright, you’re really alright! That’s great, I was almost scared to death earlier!” Li Moying 

hugged her arm, as he shivered. 

Huang Yueli immediately pacified him, “No matter, don’t worry! Although I didn’t react in time when 

Murong Fei pushed me, but I won’t die that easily! No matter what waves might come, If I were to die in 

that kind of rubbish’s hands, then I’d be just too unlucky!” 

She intentionally made it sound very easy, hoping that the man beside her could relax a little. 

However, Li Moying’s face was black, “Your joke isn’t funny at all! You plainly know that the cliff is very 

dangerous, why did you stay there?” 

Huang Yueli innocently blinked her eyes, “Wasn’t it because I wanted to save Junior Brother Luo?” 

“Then surely you can’t risk your own life for it isn’t it? His life, isn’t as important as yours, alright??” 

Huang Yueli laughed out loud when she heard that, “If Junior Brother Luo hears you saying that, he’d 

cry!” 

“Who cares if he cries or not? Have you or have you not recorded the things that I’ve told you?” 

Huang Yueli looked at that man’s anxious looks as she felt helpless. She knew that Li Moying was 

worried about her but at that moment then, she totally could not have expected it…. 

“Right!” She hurriedly switched topics, “Do you see my huge phoenix, isn’t it flashy? Make a guess how I 

caught it?” 

Li Moying shot her a glance as he spoke sarcastically, “Do I even need to guess? It must be that dumb 

little Phoenix of yours which had transformed into this? At least this little thing is of use, otherwise it’s 

really a waste to rear it! I’d even despise it to be cooked, there’s just too much oil!” 

With a loud “chirp”, Wang Cai gave off an anguish cry! 

It almost couldn’t endure it as it wanted to fling that fellow on its back down, but luckily it suddenly 

thought of Huang Yueli and managed to endure it. 

However, what made it even more infuriated was coming right up. 

Its Master actually didn’t answer back sarcastically to fight for justice for it. Instead she was like a little 

bird relying on that man’s side, following him as she joined in the ridicules. 

“Aiya, don’t sprout rubbish! If it was to cook into a meal, it’d be much better to be fat. Thin ones aren’t 

delicious. You don’t even know how to cook so you don’t know!” 

Listening to their conversation, they were actually discussing how to eat it! 

Little Phoenix was devastated as it wanted to fight back. 

Just at this moment, it suddenly felt that something was not right as the movement of his flapping wings 

started to slow down. 



The other two seated on its back also sensed this as they both sat up straight, exchanging glances at 

each other. 

“The surrounding Profound Energy’s fluctuations are extremely strange. I think… we’re probably in 

trouble…..” Huang Yueli frowned. 

Li Moying’s expression also started to turn grave as he stood up and immediately pulled Huang Yueli in a 

protective stance behind his back. 

Chapter 1503: Big trouble (1) 

“Be careful and hide behind my back, protect yourself properly.” Li Moying instructed in a deep voice. 

Huang Yueli took a step back but didn’t follow his instructions to hide herself. Instead her brows 

furrowed and observed the surrounding situation. 

Right at this moment, she recalled what Li Lingchuan told her when they were on the cliff above. 

Their current position was the central area of the mystic region. According to Li Lingchuan’s saying, this 

was an extremely dangerous place and it gathered a huge amount of high levelled magical beasts. 

Before this, Li Moying was trapped on the cliff below because he was attacked by these magical beasts. 

Now that they had fallen to this place, it was much deeper than where Luo Jiyun had been trapped so it 

would definitely be much more dangerous… 

Just as Huang Yueli was in deep thoughts, wings flapping sound was heard from everywhere. 

Amidst the thick fog, magical beasts started appearing one after another. 

Huang Yueli’s eyes grew wide as she felt a surge of shock rushing into her heart! 

Even though she was mentally prepared, but seeing so many high levelled magical beasts with her own 

eyes still made her feel appalled! 

The flying magical beasts which surrounded them were at least sixth tier and furthermore, there were 

ten or more of them. 

Huang Yueli had absolute confidence towards Li Moying’s ability but he was after all only in the seventh 

stage realm and after experiencing several battles earlier, was it really not a problem to deal with so 

many magical beasts now? 

Huang Yueli bit her lips as she said softly, “You.. you must be very careful, I’ll cover you.” 

Li Moying shook his head slightly, “You’d better try not to make a move. These magical beasts depend 

on swallowing Profound Energy to survive and advance so the minute they sense any Profound Energy 

fluctuation, they will rush over and charge towards you! The minute you make a move, you’d be 

deemed as a delicious dish to them.” 

“But….” Huang Yueli somehow felt that something was amiss and wanted to say something more. 

But at this moment, the magical beast at the foremost position couldn’t hold on any longer as it shot 

forward in mid-air, charging viciously towards them! 



Huang Yueli shut her mouth tightly, not daring to influence Li Moying. 

Li Moying’s finger flipped and he grabbed the Amethyst Light Sword in his hand tightly. Not only did he 

not retreat or evade, instead he charged towards the magical beast. 

His sword brandished out— 

“Ga ga—! Ga ga—!” 

Miserable cries were heard. 

That magical beast was struck by Li Moying as its entire body was bathed in blood, falling straight down 

into the cliff. 

Huang Yueli’s eyes widened really large and stared at Li Moying intently. He, he, he… actually didn’t use 

a single bit of Profound Energy, merely using that sharp half god relic and his physical strength to 

directly chop off a seventh tier magical beast’s wing….. 

Even though she knew he was very strong, but… wasn’t this a little too ridiculous? 

Could it be that he didn’t need to use his Profound Energy but he was able to challenge realms way 

above him? 

Even if it was in his past life, Li Moying didn’t seem to have such a powerful body….. 

The intensity of his physical body and Profound Energy were two different things. Although the physical 

body could be trained via various training cultivation methods but they mainly depended on their innate 

bloodline while it was extremely limited to advance through acquired means. 

Hence Li Moying’s ability which he had displayed could only be explained as something which he was 

born with this lifetime….. 

What kind of abnormal bloodline was so powerful like this. Even if he was really from the Cloudy Qilin 

Clan, surely he needn’t be this powerful right!! 

Li Moying turned his head back to realise that his little fiancée was in a dazed look. 

He cried out anxiously, “Li’er, stop being in a daze, ask your dumb Phoenix to fly higher quickly! Take this 

opportunity to do it now!” 

Saying that, he pointed to the front not too far away. 

Chapter 1504: Big trouble (2) 

Huang Yueli followed the direction of where his finger was pointing to as her brows twitched. 

Not too far away where Li Moying had just struck and injured that magical beast, it didn’t fall into the 

depths of the valley but was surrounded by a group of magical beasts. 

It’s body was seriously injured but it was not blood which gushed out from its wound, but substantial 

Profound Qi. 



The other magical beasts sensed the fluctuations of Profound Energy and like a mosquito which smelled 

stench, they all crowded around the injured magical beasts as they started attacking it wildly. 

That magical beast was originally hurt so naturally it couldn’t win the masses and was quickly 

surrounded. The other magical beasts rushed over and fought with one another trying to take a bite out 

of it. Very quickly, they devoured it cleanly while it was still alive. 

Huang Yueli’s scalp went numb as she finally realised why Li Moying had sternly requested her not to 

strike out casually. 

The magical beasts below this cliff were simply too vicious, not even letting off their own species! 

The both of them with abundant Profound Energy were simply like sending a sheep to the mouth of the 

tiger! 

Huang Yueli didn’t dared to hesitate as she hurriedly patted Wang Cai’s head while urging, “Quickly, 

Wang Cai, quickly flu upwards! You don’t want to be swallowed alive by these magical beasts too right? 

Work harder a little more, try your best! After we managed to escape unscathed, I will definitely make 

you chicken drumsticks. No matter how many you want, I will satisfy your craving and guarantee you to 

have your fill!” 

Little Wang Cai’s tears were all over his face, to think that she was finally willing to give him chicken 

drumsticks at this point of time! Female Devil was indeed one who wouldn’t release the hawk until she 

saw the hare! 

But what was the point of saying all these now? 

Even if there were no chicken drumsticks, it didn’t want to be swallowed alive so naturally it would try 

its hardest to fly upwards. 

But it had already used up all its energy and really couldn’t fly any faster. 

The deep valley below the cliff seemed to have a strange power which kept on restraining it, exhausting 

its Profound Energy faster than usual by several times. There was also a gust of airflow which kept 

revolving around it, as though it wanted to pull it down into the deep valley. 

Little Wang Cai tried really hard and it was able to surge upwards slowly, but it’s speed was gradually 

decreasing…. 

“Hurry, hurry, hurry! Didn’t you claim that you’re the incisive and flashy spiritual beast? Why is it that 

you’re not able to do it at a crucial moment?” 

Huang Yueli’s heart was burning with anxiety as she urged however, there wasn’t much use….. 

Those magical beasts were hovering around in the lower part of the sky and after they had devoured the 

magical beast, they started eyeing them covetously as they started to gather around. 

Li Moying’s expression was cold and stern and that bewitching peach blossom eyes were filled with 

chilliness as his right hand grabbed the Amethyst Light Sword tightly. 



His body was upright like a pine tree, standing in front of Huang Yueli while shielding her behind his 

back. 

Huang Yueli saw the situation was getting worse and made preparations for battle. 

Just at this moment, some magical beasts couldn’t help but start charging towards them again. The only 

difference was that it wasn’t just one, but three altogether! 

Li Moying concentrated his senses as he struck back in full force! 

His sword brandished out and struck towards that magical beast in the middle, striking it down with just 

one strike. Immediately following that, the long sword in his hand had switched direction as it pierced 

towards the magical beast on the left. 

His action was very fast but those flying magical beasts were also very swift. While he was making his 

move, the magical beast on the right had already broken through his blockade, charging towards Huang 

Yueli’s direction while opening its mouth trying to bite Huang Yueli! 

“Damn it!” Li Moying noticed this and he was feeling extremely anxious as he hurriedly sent the magical 

beast in front of him flying as he turned around to rescue her! 

However, it was still too late. 

The magical beast had already flown towards Huang Yueli! 

Chapter 1505: Big trouble (3) 

 

Huang Yueli was dealing with a magical beast whose stage realm was much higher than hers by an entire 

huge realm but the expression on her face was still extremely peaceful. 

Her right hand waved and suddenly struck out! 

Ten over crystal clear flying daggers flew out from her hand and the speed of those were shockingly fast! 

This kind of flying dagger was originally transparent and the light below the mountain was pretty dusky 

hence the magical beast couldn’t see the direction where she shot out the flying dagger, only assuming 

that she was waving her hands in fluster without any direction hence it didn’t evade at all while charging 

straight towards the flying daggers! 

A stabbing sound was heard and the flying dagger pierced through the magical beast’s eye! 

“Ga Ga—!!!” 

The magical beast which suddenly lost its sight shrilled out in pain as it patted its wings with all its might 

while struggling! 

Li Moying managed to turn back in time and dealt it with a serious injury, causing it to drop down the 

cliff! 

Three magical beasts were heavily injured and in the process of falling down, it expectedly caused the 

wave of looting from the other magical beasts. 



Bursts of miserable bird cries could be heard from the bottom of the cliff and in the dusky light, it 

appeared to be extremely eerier and scary. 

“This goddamn place…. It’s indeed a place where only ninth stage realm practitioners could enter!” 

Huang Yueli was still feeling flustered. 

Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region’s central region was simply too dangerous, even more dangerous than those 

early historical mystic regions which she had been to in her past life. Even if she and Li Moying still had 

their past life’s cultivation, they had to plan carefully in detail before entering. For them to suddenly 

intrude in like this was simply no different from seeking death. 

Li Moying frowned, “No wonder Leng Yi Feng they all wanted to deceive us to come down here. It’s 

almost impossible to leave this ghostly place after you’ve entered! If it wasn’t for your phoenix, we’d 

probably be dead right here today!” 

Huang Yueli hurriedly urged, “Wang Cai, try your best! Work your hardest! If you don’t fly up higher, 

we’d all be swallowed and skinned alive!” 

Little Wang Cai used all its strength and patted his wings with all its might. 

As there were a total of three magical beasts which were injured and fell down the cliff, the other 

magical beasts spent quite an amount of time trying to swallow them. 

Taking this opportunity, Wang Cai indeed flew up higher by a distance and had already flown past the 

midpoint of the mountain. 

Huang Yueli lowered her head towards the cliff and in the fog, she could not see the silhouettes of those 

magical beasts. 

Apparently, after they tore at those three injured magical beasts, they could not sense their positions 

and totally lost track of them. 

Huang Yueli breathed out a long sigh and said, “We seem to have finally shook them off? Now we must 

be extra careful to not use any Profound Energy so as not to attract their attention then flying up the 

mountain shouldn’t be any problem at all.” 

However, Li Moying had a grave expression on him as he gazed at the cliff below afar. 

“I think things will not end so simply….” His voice was deep as he spoke. 

Huang Yueli’s heart cringed as she hurriedly took a glance below the cliff again. 

The flapping of wings was getting more and more distinct and the magical beasts figure appeared once 

again in the fog. 

Furthermore, this time round, there were at least twenty over magical beasts. As compared to earlier, 

not only had it not decreased, instead many more appeared! 

Huang Yueli looked at these magical beasts in shock, “What… what situation is this? Why must they get 

tangled with us non-stop! We obviously didn’t use any Profound Energy!” 



Li Moying’s forehead creased tightly as he shook his head, “I also don’t know but now is not the time to 

think about these, we seem to be getting into deep trouble!” 

He was usually calm and composed and it was a rare sight to see him being so highly strung like now. 

Chapter 1506: Big trouble (4) 

 

Huang Yueli also knew that they were on the verge of a life and death crisis. 

These magical beasts kept pouncing from the front and back, seemingly not knowing when to give up. 

If this carried on, the magical beasts which were attacking them would increase in numbers whereas 

they weren’t able to use a single ounce of their Profound Energy so sooner or later, they’d not be able to 

persist on. 

Even for the first wave of attack like now, they didn’t know if they were able to withstand it….. 

The strange thing was that they obviously had not used Profound Energy so how did they still attract the 

magical beasts’ attention? Earlier when Li Moying saved Luo Jiyun, he had obviously used his Profound 

Skills thus causing the attacks from the magical beasts but right now, everything had been safe and 

sound….. 

Why was it that when she fell, the situation changed totally? 

Huang Yueli’s eyes suddenly lit up as she thought of something. 

But now at this point of time, she had lost the chance to speak out. 

Another wave of magical beasts started their attacks once again! 

This time round, the number of magical beasts which attacked simultaneously were much more than 

before. Wave after wave, they continued to surge towards them. 

Li Moying’s gaze was chilly and his moves were like lightning. The places which his long sword had 

grazed past laid a heap of magical beasts shrilling out miserably as one after another started to fall into 

the cliff below. 

Huang Yueli and his coordination was perfect as she kept adding on side stabs causing quite a number of 

magical beasts to fall as well. 

Right now, she was feeling extremely lucky that she had once bathed in Phoenix Blood to strengthen her 

physique. Otherwise there was no way she would be able to use her Profound Energy to go up against 

such a strong intensity fight! 

The two of them had shown explosive ability which had far surpassed their own cultivation and if there 

were anyone else who saw them now, that person would be extremely shocked! 

Because only ninth stage realm practitioners who used their power to suppress the weak might not even 

be able to display their current battle power which they were displaying right now. 

However, even so, they could not find a way to get rid of these magical beasts totally. 



The number of magical beasts gathering around were increasing and for those which they simply were 

unable to block, they could only watch them flying nearer and nearer to them. 

Li Moying locked Huang Yueli’s waist and dragged her to his side, sticking close. 

The battle following this was even more intense and were all close fights. He was worried that he would 

get distracted and unable to guarantee his fiancée’s safety. 

However, the matter which went on later was totally out of his expectations. 

While the two of them were fully focused on them, those magical beasts didn’t continue to charge 

towards them. Instead, they started towards Little Wang Cai whose wings were flapping non stop! 

“Chi chi—! Chi chi chi chi—!!” 

Little Wang Cai’s shrilling cries shot past the clouds! 

Several magical beasts continued to attack towards it and that made the inexperienced little phoenix 

totally lost as it flapped its wings in disorientation, in a bid to chase away those disgusting magical 

beasts! 

But this degree of resistance was not enough to go against those ferocious magical beasts. 

After Little Phoenix was torn at by then, very quickly, blood started to appear on its wings. 

“We must have met living ghosts, how could these magical beasts be so intelligent to know that they 

must attack our mount first??” 

Li Moying’s expression turned green as he kept brandishing his sword to drive away those magical 

beasts attacking Little Phoenix but these magical beasts were extremely persistent and some of them 

totally ignored him as they only had one thought in mind which was to take a bite at Little Phoenix. 

Huang Yueli bit her lips as she answered sorrowfully, “If I didn’t guess wrongly, these magical beasts’ 

target is actually Wang Cai!” 

Li Moying was stunned momentarily as his hand that was brandishing his sword paused shortly and he 

was almost bitten by the magical beast which came flying over. 

“Directed at this dumb phoenix? How is that possible? Why are you so sure? 

Chapter 1507: Big trouble (5) 

 

Huang Yueli threw out a flying dagger successfully shielding Li Moying from the magical beast’s attack. 

She speedily narrated, “Don’t you find it weird? When you and Junior Brother Luo fell onto the midpoint 

of the mountain, if you don’t use your Profound Energy then those magical beasts would not be 

attracted. But why was it that when we fell, we were targeted by so many magical beasts for no reason? 

We had obviously restrained ourselves to not use any Profound Energy. Even for our attacks we didn’t 

even use any Profound Skills!” 



Li Moying frowned, “That’s right, this indeed is very strange, but… but what does it have any relation to 

Wang Cai?” 

Huang Yueli replied, “To be honest, I also don’t know what’s the relationship but the minute Wang Cai 

appeared, these magical beasts started to pursue us tightly. Now the magical beasts’ leading target is it! 

I’m guessing perhaps this target is too big so we’re unable to conceal ourselves hence we have no way 

to shake off these magical beasts’ attacks!” 

Li Moying’s thoughts ran through wildly as he merged all the scenarios which had happened earlier and 

he had no choice but to agree with Huang Yueli’s words. 

But he was still feeling puzzled, “This is just too abnormal! Although this phoenix of yours is a little dumb 

and a little weak, but no matter what, it’s still a spiritual beast! Spiritual Beasts’ existence naturally bears 

a powerful might over ordinary magical beasts. So when these magical beasts saw Wang Cai, they 

should avoid him from a far distance instead. But why is it that instead of doing so, they kept pursuing 

him relentlessly instead?” 

Huang Yueli pondered on this for a moment and replied, “I feel, the reason might be because…. this is 

the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s turf…..” 

Li Moying was stunned. 

Huang Yueli continued, “Didn’t Cloudy Qilin Clan and Sacred Phoenix Race have some feud going on? 

Even Cloudy Qilin Clan’s little Qilin which they reared refused to let me touch it. Those magical beasts in 

the central region might be attracted by Little Phoenix and thirst for its Profound Energy which is a 

normal thing right…. We also don’t know what the top exponent of the past Cloudy Qilin Clan had given 

any spiritual hints…..” 

Li Moying recalled the scenario where he had taken in the little Qilin several days ago as his heart jolted. 

He had to admit that Huang Yueli’s deduction was possibly correct. 

“What you said should be correct… but in this way, doesn’t that mean that we have no way to leave this 

place?” 

The position where they were at right now was still very far away and moreover, they were a distance 

away from the cliff as there were no places which they could borrow strength from. 

Under this sort of scenario, if they wanted to return to the top of the cliff, they could only rely on Little 

Phoenix to fly over. 

But mounting on Wang Cai would cause them to be attacked by the central region’s flying beasts, totally 

unable to shake them off… if this goes on, they would definitely have no way to return to the top of the 

cliff. 

The current predicament which they were in right now, could be explained as in between a hard place 

and a rock. 

Just as their thoughts were racing past quickly trying to think of a way out, Little Phoenix had totally lost 

energy to persist on! 



Don’t think this little thing was usually very arrogant. To tell the truth, it was just an inexperienced noob 

spiritual beast which had not had any experiences in battling so since when would it ever see such a 

spectacle? 

Being surrounded by so many magical beasts at the same time, it immediately started to turn anxious. 

Following that, Wang Cai was quickly attacked again and after it was inflicted with an injury, it became 

even more flustered as it started to flap its wings disorientedly but that was of no effect at all. In fact it 

revealed more flaws as it increased his injuries. 

Even with Huang Yueli and Li Moying’s cover, they weren’t able to save it. 

Eventually, Little Phoenix couldn’t endure it any further and puffed out a burst of flame in the sky! 

Chapter 1508: Big trouble (6) 

 

A dazzling flame burst up into the sky as it illuminated half of the sky, dispersing a portion of the fog 

around the cliff. 

This was a genuine True Phoenix Flame and its might was incomparably powerful! 

Those few magical beasts which were flying in front of little phoenix were torched by the flame as they 

were incinerated on the spot! 

Immediately following that, those few magical beasts by the side which were implicated couldn’t 

withstood the overbearing might as all of them started to retreat! 

Little Wang Cai succeeded in a single move and was feeling proud and elated at itself as it excitedly 

flapped its wings while raising its little head, showing off a complacent look. 

However, Huang Yueli and Li Moying’s expression turned totally terrible. 

“No good! This little thing indeed isn’t able to withstand pressure!” 

“The situation has turned even worse now!” 

As expected, not long after little Wang Cai had turned complacent, the surrounding dispersed magical 

beasts just revolved for a little while and started gathering together to attack it again. 

Further, the thick fog around the cliff kept on emitting wings flapping sound. Apparently, many other 

magical beasts were heading over here. 

Little Phoenix then realised that it seemed to have gotten into trouble. 

Although these magical beasts were dispersed for a short moment, the desire to swallow its energy was 

extremely intense. Not only did they not get scared off by the True Phoenix Flame, on the contrary as it 

had caused an intense Profound Energy fluctuation, it attracted even more magical beasts instead as 

they kept charging towards it, wanting to have a share of the cake! 

Little Phoenix’s heart was filled with terror but it was too late for regrets. 



Magical beasts all started to attack towards it. 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying simultaneously struck back. Since they had already been exposed, then they 

need not hold back as they used their Profound Skills. 

But alas, all these were in vain. 

Little Phoenix’s injuries were getting heavier and heavier and moreover in the intense battle, its 

Profound Energy was exhausted. Very soon, it was left with nothing much. 

“Fe… Female Devil, I seem to…. I think I can’t hold on any longer… you two…..” 

Little Wang Cai hemmed and hawed and before it could finish its words, its body shook violently and 

later on, in a visible speed, it speedily shrank. 

Huang Yueli’s expression changed, “What the, do you need to be so fraud! You… can’t you just hang on 

for a while longer? For your chicken drumsticks!” 

“I’ve already reached my limit… it’s of no use even if I ate a hundred chicken drumsticks…. Boo 

hoo…female devil, will I die? If we go to hell in future, you must make chicken drumsticks for me…” 

Huang Yueli gritted her teeth out of anger, “You can go meet Hades yourself! I’m not going and you can 

keep dreaming about me making you chicken drumsticks!” 

Although she said that, she knew clearly that this time…. They would probably really have misfortune 

befalling onto them! 

Under so many magical beasts’ relentless attacks, little phoenix was completely overwhelmed and both 

she and Li Moying didn’t have any wings so basically they weren’t able to fly up the cliff to leave this 

dangerous central region! 

Li Moying understood this as well but he was much calmer than Huang Yueli. The more dangerous 

moment he faced, the calmer he was. 

He quickly made a resolute decision. 

“Now there’s no other ways. Since we can’t fly up, then we can only fly down. We must immediately 

land.” 

Huang Yueli went into a blank but quickly came around it, “That’s right, we can only reach the bottom of 

the cliff now and think of a way out later.” 

She patted little Phoenix, “Wang Cai, quickly bring out whatever Profound Energy you have left right 

now! Try to persist on as long as you can. Whether we can land successfully or not will depend on your 

last performance!” 

Chapter 1509: Big trouble (7) 

Li Moying was observing the surroundings as he commanded. 

“I’ll count to three. Li’er and I will strike together, fully unleashing our Profound Skills to disperse the 

surrounding magical beasts. Wang Cai must immediately charge downwards, fighting to safely arrive at 



the bottom of the cliff before you shrink back to your original physique. Do you understand it all clearly? 

One, Two, Three!” 

Following Li Moying’s command, Huang Yueli’s surrounding Profound Skills lifted to the extreme as she 

suddenly struck out! 

An intense flame coiled around from her body as it ferociously swept the surrounding magical beasts 

with its blazing heat. 

Her flame was a mix between the True Phoenix Flame and Amethyst Thunder Flame. When combined 

with the exclusive Profound Skills from the Sacred Phoenix Race, it formed into a special combusted 

deviant flame where the might was much stronger than True Phoenix Flame alone, by one fold! 

Although the magical beasts around her were all sixth grade and above but under such a strong flame, 

they had no way to ward it off. 

After the foremost few dropped from the skies, the others all scattered as they escaped for their lives! 

Li Moying’s move was even more straightforward. The magical beast in front of him was already used to 

his strength before he used his Profound Energy and thought that his ability was just so-so. Hence after 

he suddenly exploded his Profound Energy, they were caught unaware as thunder swept past them and 

in an instance, they were all struck down, not leaving a single beast alive. 

The surrounding magical beasts around them were cleared in an extremely short amount of time. 

Little Phoenix did not face any more obstructions in front of it. 

Although it was already exhausted, but right now, it still forcibly lifted a breath and used up all its energy 

to dive towards the bottom of the cliff! 

It’s speed was too fast and Huang Yueli lost her balance as she swayed around its back and almost fell 

off. 

Luckily Li Moying grabbed hold of her wrist and pulled her back. 

Huang Yueli immediately grabbed hold of Wang Cai’s feathers on its back as she lowered her body, 

following Little Phoenix’s actions, sticking to its back tightly. 

Wang Cai’s body was slowly shrinking but it continued to dive downwards. 

Li Moying stood up occasionally, attracting lightning to disperse all the obstructions which came near 

Wang Cai. 

It took only ten over breaths and Wang Cai had already charged over a thousand over a meter of 

distance. Huang Yueli was on its back and could see the bottom of the cliff with her eyes. 

But at this moment, Wang Cai’s Profound Energy had been completely exhausted and its body shrank to 

such a tiny size that the both of them could no longer stand on its back. 

What was most dangerous was the nearer it went near the ground, the more magical beasts gathered 

around. Especially after Li Moying showed his Profound Energy without any restraint, many magical 

beasts all surged towards this place after sensing it. 



On seeing that Wang Cai had turned into the size of an ostrich, Li Moying grabbed Huang Yeuli’s waist 

tightly as he whispered softly by her ear, “Right now, three, two, one, jump!” 

Li Moying brought Huang Yueli along as they jumped straight into the bottom of the cliff. 

Huang Yueli’s hand wound around Li Moying’s waist tightly while the other kept on gesticulating 

incantation gestures, speedily moving little Wang Cai into the Sky Phoenix Ring. 

Li Moying’s thunder wings appeared on his back and it flapped lightly, diminishing the huge impact of 

their descent. 

The duo crashed heavily on the ground and Li Moying hugged Huang Yueli in her arms as they rolled on 

the ground several times. 

“Li’er are you alright?” Li Moying propped up his body as he lowered his head to question anxiously. 

Huang Yueli shook her head, “I’m fine, why would I not be? You’ve protected me so well! How about 

you…. are you hurt? Ah, you’re bleeding!” 

She grabbed Li Moying’s arm and saw a wound which was seeping blood on his shoulder. 

Chapter 1510: Number one genius dies (1) 

This man had always protected her well in his arms, deeply worried that she would suffer a single bit of 

harm but totally downplayed his own injuries. 

Li Moying turned back and took a look, “Just a minor injury. If you didn’t mention it, I wouldn’t have 

noticed at all…..” 

Saying that, he looked behind Huang Yueli and frowned, “It’s simply too dangerous here, we must leave 

immediately!” 

Huang Yueli turned her head around to see a large heap of magical beasts charging towards them. 

Apparently the thunder wings which Li Moying had exhibited when they descended caused a huge 

Profound Energy fluctuation, hence causing quite a bit of trouble for them. 

“What are you still waiting for? Run quickly!” 

Huang Yueli held on to Li Moying’s hand as they fled desperately! 

… 

A few days later. 

Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region, gathering point at the entrance. 

Before entering the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region, Cui Yuan Shan and the others had already clarified that 

the activation of the mystic region would only be for a short period of one month. 

Now that one month’s period was up, according to the two large Sect’s agreement, today would be the 

day where the Sect’s elders cooperated to reactivate the entrance so Celestial Light Sect and Green 

Cloud Sect’s disciples must all gather at the entrance, to await for the passage to be reactivated. 



Right now, the gathering point was filled with disciples from both large Sects and they were all huddled 

together in groups, exchanging the experience and knowledge which they had been through in the 

mystic region. 

This was the first time for a large number of them to enter the ancient mystic region. For those who 

were able to leave this place alive, all of them had reaped their own benefits and although they had met 

with danger, but their abilities were lifted quickly. Quite a number of them had obtained several 

treasures and were all revealing joyful looks, feeling extremely excited. 

Naturally, Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region was filled with danger all around and not everyone was able to 

leave safely. 

As time went by slowly, some people had eventually not appeared. 

Quite a number of them revealed shocked expressions as they started to discuss secretly. 

“It’s only less than one hour before the time to exit this place is up. Those who aren’t able to gather 

here, does it mean that they have met with an accident in the mystic region?” 

“Most likely. If not, why would they drag on until now and still not gather here, aren’t they afraid that 

they’d miss the timing to leave?” 

“Isn’t that so. I heard my Master say this before that every time there were direct disciples entering the 

mystic region, there would at least be thirty percent of them who were lost! We should really count our 

lucky stars that we are able to leave this place in one piece!” 

“But… have you guys realised something….” a Celestial Light Sect disciple hemmed and hawed. 

“What? What are you trying to say?” 

“Have you discovered that, Young Sect Master he…. until now he still hadn’t appeared!” This person 

finally couldn’t take it and blurted it out. 

His voice wasn’t very soft and many people around them heard that. 

All of them lifted up their heads and searched around for Li Moying. 

However, no matter how they looked, they were not able to find that legendary shockingly powerful 

number one genius in South Sky Region! 

“Heavens, Young Sect Master he really hasn’t gathered here yet! Why is it like that? Where has he gone 

to??” 

“Not only him, Junior Sister Bai is missing too!” 

“There’s also Senior Brother Li and Senior Sister Murong! Green Cloud Sect’s eldest disciple Leng Yi Feng 

hasn’t appeared too!” 

“Surely not right? What’s the situation now? Could it be that I’ve got the gathering date wrong? So 

many top exponents and their abilities are the top amongst all of them, how would they all suddenly go 

missing?” 



Could it be that they have all gotten into an accident in the mystic region, and already…..” 

 


